
Hair Removal Disclaimer & Warning – Please sign the slip below in order for treatment to commence. 
 
In clinical trials held by physicians, it has been proven to safely achieve excellent hair removal results.  It has the FDA clearance for the removal of unwanted 
hair. In addition, it is not required by FDA clearance to be used with other products. Treatment sessions should be spaced every two weeks for the first 
three to four sessions. After that treatments should be done if hairs have grown back, until the desired results are achieved. The total number of sessions 
varies from person to person, but, in general, most individuals notice a reduction after four treatments, with very good results after six treatments.  
 
Treatments work best on darker hair types or hair that contains more melanin. Melanin is the pigment that gives hair and skin colour, and absorbs light 
energy. Black and dark brown respond the best, although brown and light brown hairs will also respond, but typically require more treatments. Red may 
show some response. White, grey or blonde hairs usually don't respond as well to treatments. However, some users have noted results after multiple 
treatments. For more information on why certain hair types respond better than others. Certain areas as more stubborn than others such as the genital 
areas as the hair is generally different to the rest of your hairs. Everyone’s hair is different all over their body, and therefore is not guaranteed to have the 
same effects on all areas in the same time frames. Men’s hair usually takes a lot longer than women’s hair. 
 
It is strongly advised to not use on naturally dark or tattooed skin. It removes unwanted hair by selectively addressing hair pigment. Varied quantities of 
pigment also exist in the surrounding tissue of skin. The quantity of pigment in a particular person’s skin, which is manifested by their skin complexion, 
determines the degree of risk they are exposed to using this machine. Treating dark skin can result in adverse effects such as burns, blisters, and skin colour 
changes (hyper- or hypo-pigmentation). Many other laser and light devices, professionally and at home, also have the same restrictions on naturally dark 
skin complexion. In clinical studies a small fraction of users reported some sensation of heat, redness around the hair shaft, and slight swelling. These 
conditions usually subsided within an hour after treatment. Should you experience any burning, please seek medical attention immediately. Apply 
Burnshield if necessary or to be safe.  
 
As with any light-based or laser hair removal device, results are not immediate, and in fact you may not think anything happened all. It is important to be 
patient and consistent during your hair removal process as hair may sometimes appear to be growing back after a treatment, but typically after two weeks 
many of these hairs will simply fall out. It is important to understand the hair growth cycle. Hair grows in three different stages and only hairs in an active 
growth stage will be affected by a treatment. This is one of the main reasons that multiple treatments are required to achieve the desired result. It is quite 
common for hair to appear as if it is still growing up to two weeks after a treatment. This process is known as “ejection” and at around two-weeks you’ll see 
that these hairs simply fall out or slide out with a slight tug. (We don’t however recommend pulling on the hairs – just let them come out naturally.) It is also 
possible that some hairs, due to missed treatment or different stages of growth, were not affected by the treatment. These hairs will be treated in follow-up 
sessions, hence the need for multiple treatments in order to get the best results. This phenomenon is well documented amongst aestheticians and doctors 
using light and laser devices for hair removal. It is possible that some hairs will grow back lighter and finer after treatment. Usually these hairs are a fraction 
of what was originally there, and continued treatment may have a desirable effect on them. 
 
It is best used when users have not been waxing, tweezing, or using depilatory cream within two weeks of treatment. It targets hair follicles and when a 
person has been waxing, tweezing, or using depilatory cream there is no hair in the hair follicle for the device to target. Please allow 2 weeks for hair to 
grow back if you have been waxing tweezing or using depilatory cream. 
 
Do not use the hair removal machine on tattooed or tanned skin or after sun exposure! Tanned skin particularly following sun exposure, contains large 
quantities of the pigment Melanin. This applies to all skin types and complexions, including those which don’t seem to tan quickly. The presence of large 
quantities of Melanin exposes the skin to higher risk of adverse effects, or any other energy based treatment, including burns, blisters, and skin colour 
changes (hyper- or hypo-pigmentation).  One should wait 4 weeks before hair removal after unprotected exposure to the sun. Before treatment it is 
important to avoid sun exposure on the treated area for at least four weeks. A high level UV Sun Screen (SPF 50+) will help, as will clothing covering the 
treated area. The area to be treated should also be cleaned with mild soap and water, and the hairs shaved down to skin level. It is not suitable for people 
who are on Roacutane. Should you experience any discomfort at all, please seek medical attention. 
 
Some flashing light will be seen around the side of the treatment area, but is not harmful and similar to what one sees from a camera flash. Damage can 
occur to the eye if looking directly into the flash. It is advisable to use Polaroid glasses or to close your eyes at time of the flash. For your safety, it is 
important to avoid pulsing lips as your lip colour is darker than the surrounding skin. Your lips may attract more light and this can cause unwanted side 
effects. To treat around the lip area we suggest using white surgical tape on your lips to protect your lips. 
 

I have read the above and agree that I fully understand its contents, as well as all the risks involved. I understand that Namaste Soul Privé Trading 
CC cannot be held responsible or liable for any damage to myself as a result of the hair removal treatment, as I have agreed to go ahead with the 
treatment knowing all the risks involved. I have discussed all my expectations and am happy to continue. I am not on roacutane, nor will I be 
exposed to the sun during treatment period. I have been tested before hand and agree to continue with the treatment at my own risk. I also fully 
understand that it may not work on my hair type and will not expect any refunds if treatment is unsuccessful. 

Cut Line 

 
NAMASTE COPY 
I have read the above and agree that I fully understand its contents, as well as all the risks involved. I understand that Namaste Soul Privé Trading 
CC cannot be held responsible or liable for any damage to myself as a result of the hair removal treatment, as I have agreed to go ahead with the 
treatment knowing all the risks involved. I have discussed all my expectations and am happy to continue. I am not on roacutane, nor will I be 
exposed to the sun during treatment period. I have been tested before hand and agree to continue with the treatment at my own risk. I also fully 
understand that it may not work on my hair type and will not expect any refunds if treatment is unsuccessful. 
 

       

Print Name & Surname  Date  Signature  Cell # 
 


